Functional neuronal correlations between pairs of neurons are thought to play an important 18 role in neuronal information processing and optimal neuronal computations during attention, 19 perception, decision-making and learning. Here, we report dynamic changes in prefrontal 20 neuronal noise correlations at multiple time-scales, as a function of task contingencies. 21 Specifically, we record neuronal activity from the macaque frontal eye fields, a cortical region 22 at the source of spatial attention top-down control, while the animals are engaged in tasks of 23 varying cognitive demands. We show that the higher the task demand and cognitive 24 engagement the lower noise correlations. We further report that within a given task, noise 25 correlations significantly decrease in epoch of higher response probability. Last we show that 26 the power of the rhythmic modulations of noise correlations in the alpha and beta frequency 27 ranges also decreases in the most demanding tasks. All of these changes in noise correlations 28 are associated with layer specific modulations in spikes-LFP phase coupling, suggesting both 29 a long-range and a local intra-areal origin. Over all, this indicates a highly dynamic 30 adjustment of noise correlations to ongoing task requirements and suggests a strong functional 31 role of noise correlations in cognitive flexibility. 32 33 Significance statement 34 Cortical neurons are densely interconnected. As a result, pairs of neurons share some degree 35 of variability in their neuronal responses. This impacts how much information is present 36 within a neuronal population and is critical to attention, decision-making and learning. Here 37 we show that, in the prefrontal cortex, this shared inter-neuronal variability is highly flexible, 38 decreasing across tasks as cognitive demands increase and within trials in epochs of maximal 39 behavioral demand. It also fluctuates in time at a specific rhythm, the power of which 40 decreases for higher cognitive demand. All of these changes in noise correlations are 41 associated with layer specific modulations in spikes-LFP phase coupling. Over all, this 42 suggests a strong functional role of noise correlations in cognitive flexibility. 43 44 45 46 Optimal behavior is the result of interactions between neurons both within and across 47 brain areas. Identifying how these neuronal interactions flexibly adjust to the ongoing 48 behavioral demand is key to understand the neuronal processes and computations underlying 49 optimal behavior. Several studies have demonstrated that functional neuronal correlations 50 between pairs of neurons, otherwise known as noise correlations, play an important role in 51 perception and decision-making 1-9 . Specifically, several experimental and theoretical studies 52 show that noise correlations have an impact on the amount of information that can be decoded 53 for neuronal populations 4,10-12 as well as on overt behavioral performance 4,10-15 . As a result, 54 understanding how noise correlations dynamically adjust to task demands is a key step toward 55 clarifying how neural circuits dynamically control information transfer, thereby optimizing 56 behavioral performance. 57 Several sources of noise correlations have been proposed, ranging from shared 58 connectivity 16 , to global fluctuations in the excitability of cortical circuits 17,18 , feedback 59 signals 19 or internal areal dynamics 20-22 , or bottom-up peripheral sensory processing 23 . In an 60 independent study 24 , we for example show that noise correlations in the prefrontal cortex 61 fluctuate rhythmically in the high alpha (10-16Hz) and beta (20-30Hz) frequency ranges. We 62 further show that these rhythmic fluctuations co-occur with changes in spike-LFP phase 63 coupling and can be segregated into a long-range component, possibly reflecting global 64 fluctuations in the excitability of the functional network of interest, as well as to local internal 65 areal dynamics. Importantly, these fluctuations account for variability in behavioral 66 performance. 67
sessions for each of the three tasks (mean +/-s.e., noise correlations calculated on the 162 neuronal activities from 300 to 500 after eye fixation onset. Grey: fixation task; blue: target 163 detection task; red: memory guided saccade task. Stars indicate statistical significance 164 following a one-way ANOVA; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001. 165 The task differences in noise correlations described above could reflect changes in the 166 shared functional connectivity, within the large-scale parieto-frontal functional network the 167 cortical region of interest belongs to 16 or to global fluctuations in the excitability of cortical 168 circuits 35, 36 . This large-scale hypothesis predicts that the observed changes in noise 169 correlations are independent from intrinsic connectivity as assessed by the distance, the spatial 170 selectivity and the cortical layer between the pairs of signals across which noise correlations 171 are computed. Alternatively, these task differences in noise correlations could reflect a more 172 complex reweighing of functional connectivity and the excitatory/inhibitory balance in the 173 area of interest, due to local changes in the random shared fluctuations in the pre-synaptic 174 activity of cortical neurons 4, 16, 37, 38 . This local hypothesis predicts that the observed changes 175 in noise correlations depend onto intrinsic microscale connectivity. 176 FEF neurons are characterized by a strong visual, saccadic, spatial memory and spatial 177 attention selectivity 31, 39, 40 . Previous studies have shown that pure visual neurons are located 178 in the input layers of the FEF while visuo-motor neurons are located in its output layers 39,41-179 45 . Independently, it has been shown that, in extrastriate area V4, the ratio between the alpha 180 and gamma spike field coherence discriminated between LFP signals in deep (low alpha / 181 gamma spike field coherence ratio) or superficial cortical layers (high alpha / gamma spike 182 field coherence ratio) 46 . In our own data, because our recordings were performed tangentially 183 to FEF cortical surface, we have no direct way of assigning the recorded MUAs to either 184 superficial or deep cortical layers. However, the alpha / gamma spike field coherence ratio 185 provides a very reliable segregation of visual and viso-motor MUAs ( figure 3A) . We thus 186 consider that, as has been described for area V4, this measure allows for a robust delineation 187 of superficial and deep layers in area FEF. In the following, we computed inter-neuronal noise 188 correlations between three different categories of pairs based on their assigned cortical layer: p<0.05; Memory-guided saccade task: p<0.01). Superficial/deep pairs sat in between these 202 two categories and had significantly lower noise correlations than the deep/deep pairs 203 (Wilcoxon rank sum test, Fixation task: p<0.05; Target detection task: p<0.05; Memory-204 guided saccade task: p<0.01) and higher noise correlations than the superficial/superficial 205 pairs, though this difference was never significant. 
218
Overall, these observations support the co-existence of both a global large-scale 219 change as well as a local change in functional connectivity. Indeed, task effects onto noise 220 correlations build up onto cortical distance, spatial selectivity and cortical layer effects, 221 indicating global fluctuations in the excitability of cortical circuits 35, 36 . On top of this global 222 effect, we also note more complex changes as reflected from statistical interactions between 223 task and spatial selectivity or layer attribution effects. This points towards more local changes 224 in neuronal interactions, based on both 1) functional neuronal properties such as spatial 225 selectivity that may change across tasks 47-50 and 2) the functional reweighing of top-down 226 and buttom-up processes 29, 31 . 227 Impact of the probabilistic structure of the task onto noise correlations. 228 The variation of noise correlations as a function of cognitive engagement and task 229 demands suggests a flexible adaptive mechanism that adjusts noise correlations to the ongoing 230 behavior. On task shifts, this mechanism probably builds up during the early trials of the new 231 task, past trial history affecting noise correlations in the current trials. In a previous study 51 , 232 we show that, in a cued target detection task, while noise correlations are higher on miss trials 233 10 than on hit trials, noise correlations are also higher on both hit and miss trials, when the 234 previous trial was a miss as compared to when it was a hit. Here, one would expect that on the 235 first trials of task shifts, noise correlations would be at an intermediate level between the 236 previous and the ongoing task. Task shifts being extremely rare events in our experimental 237 protocol, this cannot be confirmed. On top of this slow dynamics carry on effect, one can also 238 expect faster dynamic adjustments to the probabilistic structure of the task. This is what we 239 demonstrate below.
240
In each of the three tasks, target probability (saccade go signal probability in the case 241 of the memory guided saccade task) varied as a function of time. As a result, early target onset 242 trials had a different target probability compared to intermediate and late target onset trials.
243
Our prediction was that if monkeys had integrated the probabilistic structure of the task, this 244 should reflect onto a dynamic adjustment of noise correlations as a function of target 245 probability. Figure 4 confirms this prediction. Specifically, for all tasks, noise correlations 246 were lowest in task epochs with highest target probability (Wilcoxon non-parametric test, 247 p<0.001 for all pair-wise comparisons). These variations between the highest and lowest 248 target probability epochs were highly significant and in the order of 15% or more (Fixation 249 task: 15%, Target detection task: 40%, Memory-guided saccade task: 14%). This variation 250 range was lower than the general task effect we describe above but yet quite similar across 251 tasks. Overall, this indicates that noise correlations in addition to being dynamically adjusted 252 to task structure, are also dynamically adjusted to trial structure, and are lowest at the time of 253 highest behavioral demand in the trial. 265 In an independent study 24 , we show that noise correlations in the prefrontal cortex 266 fluctuate rhythmically in the high alpha (10-16Hz) and beta (20-30Hz) frequency ranges. This 267 is reproduced here in three distinct tasks (figure 5A). Noise correlations phase locked to 268 fixation onset (Fixation and target detection task) or cue presentation (Memory guided 269 saccade task) are characterized by rhythmic fluctuations in two distinct frequency ranges: a 270 high alpha frequency range (10-16 Hz) and a beta frequency range (20-30Hz), as quantified 271 by a wavelet analysis ( figure 5B ). These oscillations can be described in all of the three tasks, 272 this in spite of an overall higher background spectral power during the memory guided 273 saccade task, both when noise correlations are calculated on trials in which spatial memory 274 was instructed towards the preferred or the non-preferred location of the MUA signals (figure 275 5B, red and green curves respectively). Because spatial selective processes are at play in the 276 memory guided saccade task, both for trials in which spatial memory is oriented towards the 277 preferred MUA location (excitatory processes) or towards the non-preferred location 278 (inhibitory processes), we will mostly focus on the fixation and the target detection tasks.
Strength of rhythmic fluctuations in noise correlations as a function of tasks

279
When compensating the rhythmic modulations of noise correlations for background power 280 levels (assuming an equal frequency power between all conditions beyond 30Hz), frequency 281 power in the two ranges of interest are higher in the fixation task than in the target detection 
307
Consistent with our previous study 24 , in all of the three tasks, behavioral performance, 308 defined as the proportion of correct trials as compared to error trials, varied as a function of 309 alpha and beta noise correlation oscillations. Indeed, on a session by session basis, we could 310 identify an optimal alpha (10-16Hz) phase for which the behavioral performance was 311 maximized, in antiphase with a bad alpha phase, for which the behavioral performance was 312 lowest (figure 5C). These effects were highest in the fixation task (34.6% variation in 313 behavioral performance) and lowest though significant in the memory-guided saccade task 314 (13.3% in the target detection task and 9.5% in the memory guided saccade task). Similarly, 315 an optimal beta (20-30Hz) phase was also found to modulate behavioral performance in the 316 same range as the observed alpha behavioral modulations (28.3% variation in behavioral 317 performance in the fixation task, 19.2% in the target detection task and 11% in the memory 318 guided saccade task). As a result, Alpha and beta oscillation phase in noise correlations were 319 predictive of behavioral performance, and the strength of these effects co-varied with alpha 320 and beta oscillation amplitude in noise correlations, being higher in the fixation task, than in 321 the target detection task than in the memory guided saccade task. 323 In an independent study 24 , we demonstrate that oscillations in noise correlations arise 324 from specific phase coupling mechanisms between long-range incoming LFP signals and 325 local spiking mechanisms, independently from phase-amplitude coupling mechanisms. Figure   326 5D represents SFC between spiking activity and LFP signals (see Materials and Methods) 327 computed during a 1200ms time interval starting 300ms after either fixation onset (Fixation 328 and Target detection task) or cue offset (Memory guided saccade task). SFC peaks at both the 329 frequency ranges identified in the noise correlation spectra, namely the high alpha range (10-330 16Hz) and the beta range (20-30Hz). Importantly, this SFC modulation is highest for the 331 fixation task as compared to the target detection task, thus matching the oscillatory power 332 differences observed in the noise correlations. SFC are lowest in the memory guided saccade 333 task whether considering preferred or non-preferred spatial processing. This is probably due 334 to the fact that the cue to go signal interval of the memory guided saccade task involves 335 14 memory processes that are expected to desynchronize spiking activity with respect to the LFP 336 frequencies of interest 46 . This will need to be further explored.
322
Spike-LFP phase coupling (SFC) varies as a function of task demand
337
In figure 3, we show layer specific effects onto noise correlations that build up onto 338 the global task effects. An important question is whether these layer effects result from layer 339 specific changes in SFC. Figure 5E represents the SFC data of figure 5D , segregated on the 340 bases of the attribution of the MUA to either superficial or deep cortical FEF layers. While 341 SFC modulations are observed in the same frequencies of interest as in figure 5D , clear layer 342 specific differences can be observed ( figure 5F ). Specifically, beta ranges SFC are markedly 343 significantly lower in the superficial layers than in the deep layers, for both the detection task 344 and the memory guided saccade task. This points towards a selective control of correlated 345 noise in input, superficial FEF layers. In contrast, alpha range SFC are significantly lower in 346 the superficial layers than in the deep layers only in the memory guided saccade, and 347 specifically when spatial memory is oriented towards a non-preferred location. This points 348 towards overall weaker layer differences for alpha SFC. Alternatively, alpha SFC could result 349 from a different mechanism than beta SFC. This will need to be further explored.
350
In figure 4 we show that noise correlations dynamically adjust to the probabilistic 351 structure of the trial, and are lowest at the time of highest behavioral demand in the trial. In coupling. If this is indeed the case, a strong prediction is SFC will also vary as a function of 355 the probabilistic structure of the task. Figure 6 represents spikes-LFP phase coupling, for each 356 task, for alpha (upper histogram) and beta (lower histogram) frequency ranges during trials 357 with both low and high expected response probability. Importantly, only beta ranges SFC are 358 significantly higher within trials with high expected response probability than in trials with 359 low expected response probability, and this for all tasks. In this work, our main goal was to examine the impact of cognitive engagement and 367 task demands onto the neuronal population shared variability as assessed from inter-neuronal 368 noise correlations at multiple time scales. Recordings were performed in the macaque frontal 369 eye fields, a cortical region in which neuronal noise correlations have been shown to vary as a 370 function of spatial attention 25 and spatial memory 26, 55 . Noise correlations were computed over 371 equivalent behavioral task epochs, prior to response production, during a delay in which eyes 372 were fixed and in the absence of any intervening sensory event or motor response. As a result, 373 any observed differences in noise correlations are to be assigned to an endogenous source of 374 shared neuronal variability.
375
Overall, we demonstrate, for the first time, that noise correlations dynamically adjust 376 to task demands at different time scales. Specifically, we show that noise correlations 377 decrease as cognitive engagement and task demands increase. These task-related variations in 378 noise correlations co-exist with within-trial dynamic changes related to the probabilistic 379 structure of the tasks as well as with long-and short-range oscillatory brain mechanisms. instructed by a spatial cue) or slowly (learning). This relationship was robust even when the 388 main effects of attention and learning were accounted for 28 . Here, we question whether 389 changes in noise correlations can be observed simultaneously at multiple time scales. We 390 describe two different times scales at which noise correlations dynamically adjust to the task 391 demands.
392
The first adjustment in noise correlations we describe is between tasks, that is between 393 blocked contexts of varying cognitive demand, the monkeys knowing that general task 394 requirements will be constant over a hundred of trials or more. Task performance is taken as a 395 proxy to cognitive adjustment to the task demands and negatively correlates with noise 396 correlations in the recorded population. Shared neuronal population variability measure is 397 largest in the fixation task as compared to the two other tasks, by almost 30%. The difference 398 between noise correlations in the target detection task as compared to the guided memory 399 saccade task is in the range of 2%, closer to what has been previously reported in the context 400 of noise correlation changes under spatial attention 25 or spatial memory manipulations.
401
Importantly, these changes in noise correlations are observed in the absence of significant 402 variations in individual neuronal spiking statistics (average spiking rates, spiking variability 403 or associated Fano factor). To our knowledge, this is the first time that such task effects are 404 described onto noise correlations. This variation in noise correlations as a function of 405 cognitive engagement and task requirements suggests an adaptive mechanism that adjusts 406 noise correlations to the ongoing behavior. Such a mechanism is expected to express itself at 407 different timescales, ranging from the task level, to the across trial level to the within trial 408 level. This is explored next.
409
It is unclear whether the transitions between high and low noise correlation states 410 when changing from one task to another are fast (over one or two trials) or slow (over tens of 411 trials). In 51 , we show that noise correlations vary as a function of immediate trial past history.
412
Specifically, noise correlations are significantly higher on error trials than on correct trials, 413 both measures being higher if the previous trial is an error trial than if the previous trial is a 414 correct trial. We thus predict a similar past history effect to be observed on noise correlations 415 at transitions between tasks, and we expect for example, noise correlations to be lower in 416 fixation trials that are preceded by a target detection trial, than in trials preceded by fixation 417 trials. In our experimental design, task transitions are unfortunately rare events, precluding the 418 computation of noise correlations on these transitions.
419
However, our experimental design affords an analysis at a much finer timescale, i.e. 420 the description of a dynamical adjustment in noise correlations within trials. Specifically, we 421 show that noise correlations dynamically adjust to the probability of occurrence of a 422 behaviorally key task event associated with the reward response production (target 423 presentation on the fixation and target detection tasks or saccade go signal on the memory 424 guided saccade task). In other words, shared neuronal population response variability 425 dynamically adjusts to higher demand task epochs. As expected from the general idea that low 426 noise correlations allow for optimal signal processing 12,65,66 , we show that, on each of the 427 three tasks, at any given time in the fixation epoch prior to response production, the higher the 428 probability of having to initiate a response, the lower the noise correlations.
429
Overall, this supports the idea that noise correlations is a flexible physiological 430 parameter that dynamically adjusts at multiple timescales to optimally meet ongoing 431 behavioral demands, as has been demonstrated in multisensory integration 67 and through 432 learning and attention 28 . The mechanisms through which this possibly takes place are 433 discussed below.
434
Rhythmic fluctuations in noise correlations. 435 In the above, we describe changes in noise correlations between tasks as a function of 436 the cognitive demand, as well as within trials, as a function of the probabilistic structure of 437 each task. In addition to these task-related dynamics, we also confirm our concurrent 438 observation of rhythmic fluctuations in noise correlations 24 . These fluctuations are clearly 439 identified in the high alpha frequency range (10-16 Hz) and to a lesser extent in the low 440 gamma frequency range (20-30Hz). To our knowledge, this is the first time that such 441 rhythmic variations in noise correlations are reported. The question is whether these 442 oscillations have a functional relevance or not.
443
From a behavioral point of view, we show that overt behavioral performance in the 444 three tasks co-varies with both the 10-16Hz and 20-30Hz noise correlation oscillations. In 445 other words, these oscillations account for more than 10% of the behavioral response 446 variability, strongly supporting a functional role for these alpha and beta oscillations.
447
From a functional point of view, attention directed to the receptive field of neurons has 448 been shown to both reduce noise correlations 24 and spike-field coherence in the gamma range 449 (V4 68 , it is however to be noted that Engel et al. describe increased spike-field coherence in 450 V1, the gamma range under the same conditions, hinting towards areal specific differences 69 ).
451
In our hands, both the rhythmic fluctuations in noise correlations and the task and trial-related 452 changes in noise correlations co-exist with increased spike-LFP phase coupling in the very 453 same 10-16Hz and/or 20-30Hz frequency ranges we identify in the noise correlations. This the anterior bank of the arcuate sulcus and we specifically targeted those sites in which a 740 significant visual and/or oculomotor activity was observed during a memory guided saccade 741 task at 10 to 15° of eccentricity from the fixation point ( figure 1A) . In order to maximize task-742 related neuronal information at each of the 24-contacts of the recording probes, we only 743 recorded from sites with task-related activity observed continuously over at least 3 mm of 744 depth.
745
Behavioral task 746 28 During a given experimental session, the monkeys were placed in front of a computer screen 747 (1920x1200 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz) with their head fixed. Their water intake was 748 controlled so that their initial daily intake was covered by their performance in the task, on a 749 trial by trial basis. This quantity was complemented as follows. On good performance 750 sessions, monkeys received fruit and water complements. On bad performance sessions, water 751 complements were provided at a distance from the end of the session. Each recording session 752 consisted of random alternations of three different tasks (see below and figure 1B) , so as to 753 control for possible time in the session or task order effects. For all tasks, to initiate a trial, the the monkeys were required to hold fixation for 500 msec, within a fixation window of 768 1.5x1.5°. A squared green cue (0.28x0.28°) was then flashed for 100ms at one of four 769 possible locations ((10°, 10°), (-10°, 10°), (-10°,-10°) and (10°,-10°)). The monkeys had to 770 continue maintain fixation on the central fixation point for another 700-1900 ms until the 771 fixation point disappeared. The monkeys were then required to make a saccade towards the 772 memorized location of the cue within 500-800ms from fixation point disappearance, and a 773 spatial tolerance of 4°x4°. On success, a target, identical to the cue was presented at the cued 774 location and the monkeys were required to fixate it and detect a change in its color by a bar 775 release within 150-800 ms from color change. Success in all of these successive requirements 776 conditioned reward delivery.
777
Neural recordings 778 On each session, bilateral simultaneous recordings in the two FEFs were carried out 779 using two 24-contacts Plexon U-probes. The contacts had an interspacing distance of 250 780
